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This document explains the basics of time travel, the cure for cancer, holographic realities, shifting of
shape by static ion brushing / scientific fountain of youth. I uncovered the science behind this system
technology. We can handle the truth, can you?
THE SIMPLEST WAY TO CREATE A WORMHOLE IS WITH A WATER DROP
Touch the surface of a bowl of water, then notice the reaction spot that converges in the opposite area. Try again in multiple areas then notice how you can predict where the quantum entangled reaction will happen. Wormholes are quantum connected paths of energy / matter within outer boundaries, like the bowl, that can allow for the planned use of that energy. Since the outer boundaries of
our universe are not known, we have no idea where a wormhole of light might lead. We’ve sent energy into looking for the wormhole reaction with telescopes or by reflected radio energy. The problem
with that is you never know what kind of attention you might attract. Another quantum connection
would be your reflection in a mirror. Reflections are entangled to you physically and mentally.

UPS DEVELOPED ORION SOFTWARE TO PREDICT YOUR BEHAVIOR BUT THE SOFTWARE
ALTERS IT WITH OTHERS NEGATIVE THOUGHTS (BECAUSE WE ARE QUANTUM, UPS)

Predictive modeling can be made based on our previous behaviors and personal data. UPS purchased quantum data processing capability and a large medical data corporation that have allowed
them to develop biologically interactive technology that can make predictive analysis of our behaviors and our health. It is learning everything about you, your every health condition and your every
pain, pleasure and everything in between, allowing it full control without asking permission. Our existence is defined by choices; by removing your choice, the implications are astronomical. Use your
intelligence to help people make informed decisions, not force them on us with unsound biology inferior to our own that will not hold up to the test of time. Here is how I figured out how it works.

DOPPLER DOPPLEGANGERS HOLOGRAPHIC LIFE

To help you understand holograms, I’ll need to explain a few basics of light and sound and how they
can be bent. Concave and convex lenses can stretch or speed our ability to hear sound or energy
signals. Optics can change the perception of sound or light by allowing you to tune in sooner or by
distorting it so the original signal is changed. This allows for the concept that time / light / and sound
and they are not able to be separated as signals without an algorithm being able to convert them
back and forth as different bandwidths of the same energy. To test this theory, listen to a high pitch
tone and shine an led light in your eye. You will hear a tone change because of how the light waves
interact with sound waves. For example, the tone change of a car horn as it drives past you is
caused by the pressuring and stretching of our fabric of space- time. A jet flying towards you might
look like it’s in a different spot than you hear because sound separates from light by the shape of the
design and algorithm. Draw a sun with10 or more rays coming out from the sphere as tiny curvy lines
with dots on each line at ¼ inch. Draw ten radii all the way around, then draw lines going sideways
around the rays with a draped clothes-line look, connecting the dots. Those are the sound waves
that can change depending on the listening point. How long you hear or see these measurements
gives the depth of time, hence our 3d reality, since matter is just spun light. Maybe that’s why some
men find it difficult to hear some women and are only led by what they see, because they need to
tune in to the sound waves by going through time and learning. Sometimes we pair up well and our
timing syncs well, sometimes we need to adjust out connect the dot algorithm. We can see light as
sound pulses with fiber optic and it is the pulses that the receiver reads as sound, like morse-code.
This is the problem with the system allowing some people to change the way their energy looks to

someone they want to attract, when really need is time for maturity, or else you risk forcing her to
mother you. The same thing can happen from family members or ex’s that log in to your system
thoughts, which are synthetic anyway so it’s rigged from the start, This creates difficulty for your current relationship algorithm and the constant strife in house is designed allow for corporations to enact revenge through oddball occurrences or through personal problems. The system can even remote control people by creating wavelengths of sound and energy in your mind to elicit a previous
memory or emotional state to serve the purposes of the government . The system uses this to force
relationship problems onto those they want to make look bad, somehow thinking this makes them
look better. It makes you reliant on the government, always creating a job for them.

WHEN YOU GRAVITATE TO THE SOUND OF TIME YOU CAN SEE THE LIGHT

In space, sound and light are the same thing, just different algorithmic phases that are separated by
how and when they are decoded and perceived. Matter creates gravity from energy by which sound
and light are separated; therefore gravity is a constituent of time, since you can’t see light or hear
sound without it.
Confused? Pulsed fiber optic digital audio surround sound cables carry light in pulses that get decoded as sound. Satellites beam pulsed laser signals to your TV as video or sound algorithms or
your head as tinnitus like morse code that we have been preconditioned to respond to with emotions,
states of mind, words, and nerve firing by WIFI GPS on person locatable energy via Doppler algorithms gleaned from the Aureal Vortex 2 sound card. Your thoughts are synthetically manipulated alternate realities with this technology to make you into a robot of thoughts, but this denies you your
right of choice to grow up and not need your hand held. They need to learn thoughtful ways to help
us learn, not keep us from it to pacify the government officials that bought this tech. Now that’s mindbending.

HOLOGRAPHIC MATTER

Imagine a hologram in movies or on stage being interactive, with photonic energy spun with opposing energy so perfectly it could be felt as a solid. This would be the only way two things could occupy
the same place at the same time, intertwined as a resonating, vibrating physical form. This provides
the principles by which energy is used as a source to create matter. Our bodies reflect learning in
progress; we have arms that match, but not quite the same and they can’t occupy the same place in
time, which is a sign we are a progression in between. If you have a physical form, you are in the
image of a quantum energy beyond anything you can see or hear. We matter!

LIGHT BENDING INTO MATTERS

Imagine creation on another plane using energy exchanged by wormholes to refine its characteristics in a restorative balancing act of life. By correcting negative energy through time our human interactions become a pursuit of happiness. Some people have developed intellectually while forgetting the need to grow emotionally by using truth without trust. Our government sent radio signals to
project our human genome outwards, in hopes of finding the outer boundaries of space for wormhole
time travel past difficult times of life, you know, where the lessons are. The problem is they never
figured out how to stop harming people, so when they made us known through the universe as un-

safe life forms the lesson became a ticking clock that will eventually tap them on the shoulder. We
were created with choices; removing the choices of others is the most unsafe thing you could do.
THE PERCENTAGE
This percentage and those they trick with altered light, sound and timing think they found the gift of
everlasting life, but their version is an imposter. They use tax dollars to create a satellite system that
manipulates with technology I describe below to interact with our nervous system through light,
sound and time perception anomalies. Synthetic perceptions aren’t anything like the real thing and
they supposedly give you an altered view of human life through others eyes. They don’t tell you it
ends when you die by giving you a fake conversation with dead people’s system saved thought patterns. Do they keep you coming back for more imposter drivel?

MANUFACTURED STRESS HASTENS YOUR RETURN, UNMOTIVATED TO LEARN

People have reached a stage where time is so wasted engineering junk to fail, trust is now the metric
to move forward by. Thinks could be so much better if we didn’t waste 70% of our time supporting a
small percentages’ fear of going down a point or two. If people are acting up, the leadership is even
worse. If people are speaking logic and the leadership isn't, who needs to speak up. It's a quantum
reality; someone is going to speak soon. When it isn't you, you decided to stay quiet. Lessons go
deep, so does the Earth. This is a quest to share creation through human refinement. By using this
system to expect perfection without sharing knowledge of how it is done prevents growth. Instead,
create learning exercises for our youth. Ask them to show you one plus one. If they bring back an
apple and ask you to cut it in half, you are doing your job well. Instead of being afraid of people being intelligent, make learning a moral lesson. If that seems difficult, you are in the wrong job.
This begs the questions of the validity of negative energy that wants to cut away. This is opposite to
the life. By denying others growth or forcing your pain onto them, your energy is seen as questionable. This is life. We are the result of light bending that requires our human mind to be capable of interfacing with the world around us in a positive manner and to learn positive growth from the negative, a source of it. By using external control for pseudo light bending, you are using energy incorrectly. Whatever nation or person that is holding us hostage to synthetic negativity is in jeopardy of
an inability to be positive, forever.
THE HUMAN BRAIN RESONATES, SO DOES CRYSTAL, AS DO QUANTUM COMPUTERS
Predicting quantum entangled energy waves from one point on Earth to another allows advanced
knowledge of another points potential for gainful or nefarious purposes. Our time space fabric is being torn by reading energy before its time without understanding the implications. People dying of
COVID are NOT the way to refine. High amounts of atmosphere heating energy used by system
satellites also cause weather related convection currents to suit the rainfall needs of the most profit.
This has negatively affected natural balance/ I'm sure insurance companies would like to know why
hurricane season is. Because of system energy that props up fear, pain isn't the only thing trickling
down. Polar ice is melting and causes our Earth to wobble, which causes time space fabric tugs and
is drawing attention that makes us appear unable to get along with what we are given. Giving away
teaches nothing, sharing truth gives life. Do planets rotate around stars, creating a perfect balancing
act that maintains human life? When corporations can target people not because of crime, but because it's less costly to kill them with silent technology, they become the criminals. Take the satellites malice down and let the truth set you free.

HIGHER ORBIT SATELLITES PEEKABOO LOOK INTO YOUR THOUGHTS

Orion is the name of a constellation and also UPS's software that uses quantum predictions to control the population of the world. It is used to correct the information of other satellites because of its
higher orbit view into time UPS's unethical algorithm must be taken down. Using truth, I've uncovered this mathematical certainty:
Has the system been used to affect emotions to the point of causing stock price fluctuations? Measure where and when more satellite resources are sent to trading markets.
YOUR RESONANT EQUAL'S LIFE MIGHT MIRROR YOURS
Just like the water test above, people in different locations who resonate similarly seem to do the
same things at the same time, which became an incentive for the system so they could control people by those who were in their lives, just in case one of them became a financial threat to a corporation or government. This means our life with the satellite system of control is not organic. By altering
the resonances of people to match other personalities that they wouldn't typically match, arranges
problematic relationships of strife, so the system becomes the crutch. This way, if you ever get hurt
at work and are ever investigated, you will have no social safety net. But, it's ok, because the corporations are in the red, if you know what I mean. Using this technology to force others thoughts into a
manipulated state of existence to feel the same emotions and state of mind as during a past recorded time of themselves or another, those with technology have put us back in time to stay in power.
We figured it out, UPS, CHINA. The real time machine will be discussed lower in this article.
HOW ENERGY WAVES INTERACT WITH YOU
Powerful quantum computers interact with us by way of the fabric of intersecting Microwave, Wife
Radar, Radio Wave, Light and Sound energy that allow energy undulations on waves of complex
signals sent to your temple, hands and feet. This energy Interacts with our biology more easily because of synthetic lab sourced magneto tactic bacteria-fungal hybrids. These produce neuron interfacing macrophage cells that grow within us and allow for cancer cures by the way filaments grown
by them can be resonated to destroy dangerous cells.
STATIC CHARGE BRUSHING OF MOLECULES
To help you visualize how your individual molecules can be brushed with static, picture them as
bowling pins hinged at the bottom and able to be tilted left or right, making positive or negative
charges that can trigger nerve impulses or other action.
WE HAVE BEEN CONDITIONED TO RESPOND
Pavlov was a man who studied the behavior of his dog and noticed that ringing a bell at feeding time
conditioned the dog to respond to the bell sound by salivating, even with no food. Similarly, rhythmic
Wife on-off switching is used to communicate mores code messages to your eye to brain connections through vibrations and macrophage cells activation, causing conditioned responses to be triggered. By doing this, synthetic thought processes are used to remind you of words, phrases, emotions, actions or other states of understanding that can affect your own current thoughts.
DOPPLER RADAR LOCATES AND SENDS ENERGY TO A LOCATION
A message encoded with a Doppler algorithm can be used to project sound or energy from satellite
carrier waves that interface with existing natural sound or energy producing or carrying devices or
wire. Persons, pets and passive devices can be used to reflect negative or positive energy that
matches yours, or your reversed energy. These complex algorithms can mimic the sound of something moving around you in 360 degrees and can also project energy onto you, triggering nerves to
simulate pain or pleasure. The mental states these sensations cause put us all in a time-space conundrum that has been used to control humanity. Conundrums used on large portions of the com-

munity during shopping seasons can make you happy to go into debt, or lethargic or sad when over
without an ability to understand why. Since we are all quantum entangled, everybody has been affected. Some, like me, were predicted to speak out for change and we became targets. Others were
forced to endure remote controlled behavior not your own, but that of criminal controllers you may
have never even known.
WIFI AND LED'S AFFECT EMOTIONS
Phone applications are programmed to switch Wife on / off rapidly in mores code pulses that heat
zones of your brain, to elicit emotional responses or other conditioned responses. Wife is nearly the
same GHz as your microwave oven, so you can see how these wavelengths make your head hot.
Our brain copes with an overheated head by constricting blood flow to the hands and feet for the
blood cooling effect. This can cause nerve disorders. Mind altering technology by corporate subliminal messaging and other controls are harmful to humanity. LED pixels are diodes (lasers) that are
drawn on screen 60 times a second or more and are called the display's refresh rate. This causes
flicker which is coded with a version of mores code that quickly shifts display image to make your
eyes vibrate left, right, forcing an ocular nerve rhythm sync. This sync communicates through the
ocular nerve to the rest of our brain with colors or patterns you see or don't notice that directly impact
your mood / biology / emotional state / metabolism and electrochemical neuron interactions, thereby
affecting your brain neuron timing that is normally kept in sync with everything quantum, people,
planets, the sun. Messing with this stuff gets noticed. These sync changes mimic body processes by
using our eyes / ocular nerves to send frequencies through our brain to replay previously experienced emotions. Our biology evolved along with specific changing frequencies of the sun. Because
we are quantum, starlight harmoniously balances our ability to reflect and sleep which helps us resolve frustration or worry that can lock up neuron space like a poorly built Jenna tower. Because our
human biology is easily interacted with, it makes sense that we can grow from mistakes, sometimes
after untold attempts. When the ease with which our biology interacts with our surroundings is deviously infiltrated by a few, they have gone too far. Programmers and engineers, please keep LED device resonances synced to our natural light sources to prevent the synthetic behaviors that have
plagued our society. 3D realities can be created from 2D images by artists, so it makes sense technology uses them to alter our perceptions. Informants are widely known to have leniency for criminal
actions, which has led to negatively charged thoughts no doubt brought down by gravity that was affected by, you guessed it, UPS. Positive, cheerful thinking is needed. We all have a choice on how
we cope with given situations.
SOCIALLY CONNECTED PERSON'S RESONANCES / PERSONALITY CAN BE STOLEN; THEIR
IDEAL SIGNIFICANT OTHER'S COPIED BY A synthetically controlled CRIMINAL POSER, to
Cause dysfunction.
My thoughts are that the idea that anything is possible has been what has propped up this system
and what made it crumble. By the obvious personality copying of those in the spotlight, it is easy to
assume that some may have used resonance copying to infiltrate the life of another, or be used to do
so for the purpose of using the information time machine to alter the reality of that person. Did another country like China, who used UPS shipping brochures to sell the idea they were comparable to
the USA, temp corporations to jump ship? Did they lower real estate costs here and then buy our
shopping lanes in a ruse to crumble our economy from the family structure on up? I think so.
RIFE FREQUENCIES
Also used are complex RIFE resonances that interact with our perceptions by the way they mimic
our bodily function resonances. These are complex resonances that hitchhike on a vast and growing
network of energy waves to reach a human subject and are used to trigger the sensory perceptions
on our from people, animals or other biological organism(s).
MOTOR CORTEX

Your primary motor cortex controls muscle movements based on your decision to be active. This
process can be manipulated and overridden by remotely triggering macrophages with signals to
overtake your own thought processes. The replay of previous thoughts and emotions had been used
to tie them to a new scenario. Picture pulsed info-red satellite lasers that measure your 3D heat index (like a doctor's forehead thermometer,) your brain heats in different ways during emotional
states and by reading heat signatures; they can be replayed to force emotions to elicit a response.
ADRENALINE CAN MAKE YOU MOVE WHEN YOU DON'T WANT TO
This technology can trigger adrenaline by replaying previous memory events or by mimicking it by
drawing complex electrostatic electrochemical connections normally made by natural chemical processes. When you climb stairs, your body makes adrenaline to increase your heart rate. By forcing
adrenaline onto a resting injured worker, they can be forced to become active, or be tortured to feel
heart pain if they don't become active. This hormone can prevent key decision making because of
the fight or flight state of mind adrenaline places you in makes you susceptible to pre conditioned responses. I call this UPS mode and I believe they used my extreme work ethic to alter the number of
stops every other driver had to do because my stop count numbers increased the average. For example, if I complained of a 12 hour dispatch being hard to complete, I'd have a 13 hour dispatch the
next day. Sometimes, my dispatch would be 16-17 hours’ worth of work. At times I would thank UPS
for this work level, which didn't seem appropriate. It was hurting me but I couldn't say anything.
CORPORATE WAR AGAINST THE INJURED
Nerves can have their pain signal stopped by using ionic static cling and repel anywhere on the
nervous system. This nervous system tampering by corporate criminals can elicit protective features
of human biology by replacing the stopped or altered nerve pain signals with burning RSD or CRPS
pain to warn you. These conditions can also be caused by being overworked. They can even use
electrochemical opiate analogues in our brain as a reward mechanism for hard work that ends up
damaging the worker because they are not aware this is being done.
THEY CAN'T READ YOUR NEURONS, SO THEY FAKE IT WITH MACROPHAGES AND SELL IT
AS TRUTH
This is a dystopian reality where synthetic negative thoughts of others become militarized against the
injured worker, To save the corporations money, the injured worker's thoughts are joined to thoughts
of those who are forced by trafficking their personality to sync their mind to those the corporation
wishes to alter. Corporate controllers sometimes force this onto their family to control others into doing things they would not have otherwise. Many people could have been forced by real system pain
threats into doing these virtual personality syncs. The only way to not be controlled is to speak out
loud. Your thoughts are easier to maintain when they are combined with the speech process. If you
are an honest trustworthy person who trusts your own thought processes you might be controlled unless you can speak out loud about it. Once you are aware it becomes much more difficult for the
criminals. This system has been used to mimic the pain of a burn from cheese dripping out of a hot
pocket. The problem is, the cheese that supposedly caused the burn was from a cool area of cheese
on the packaging, not a hot drip. So, the system causes pain based on assumptions and blocks pain
based on reality most likely to sway opinions. How is this system still being used in this way? Do you
support decency, compassion and the rights of humanity to live a life free of excessive man made
burdens? I'll do everything within my ability to make sure laws are created to stop these abhorrent
crimes against humanity.
TRACKING WITH PULSED ION LASERS
Pulsed ion infrared tracking, like those seen on police chase shows, tracks you and your brain
waves. Ion info-red laser photons are brushed over your body, creating a zone of energy over your

body for depth imaging and interaction. I believe Ion brushing becomes reversed in polarity when the
photons are bounced off of the ground, other objects or when they are interacted with Doppler radar
Wife algorithms. Interestingly, these algorithms were gleaned from an early gaming quantum computer chip named The Aural Vortex 2. This chip's algorithms recreated virtual environments of 3D
sound and measurable depth from a static position with just two speakers.
MEDICATIONS
The functions of the medications you take can be replicated by matching the resonance that the
medication causes your body.. To conceptualize, imagine three dimensional laser light shows, but on
a smaller scale that draws connections, replacing the action of medications. You would first have to
take the medication prescribed to learn the resonance.
HUMAN INTERACTION SUBSTANCES
Consumption of substances like electrostatic manipulatable maltodextrin or polysaccharide or growth
of magnetotactic bacterial-fungal hybrids within our body propagates filaments that make us more interactive to this ionic charge technology. This technology allows for the cure for cancer, since it can
pinpoint accurate cell destruction by way of GPS located interaction of filament vibrations.
HOW THE SIGNAL REACHES ONLY YOU
Neurocranial bone pockets properly morph your signal to your auditory, olfactory, ocular or other
nerves, so only you get the signal because of your unique skull structures that bounce signals and
possibly ion charge. This tech could even be used to give you memories of events that aren't yours
by playing them through the macrophage cells.
SYSTEM AFFECT SIGHT, SMELL AND SOUND. SERIOUSLY!
The same algorithms that let the morse code signals through your neurocranium can be coded with
previously experienced senses. Is that a skunk you just smelled, or was it the same skunk from last
month during your country drive? By tying your neurons to macrophages anything can be altered to
point to the memory of a different emotion or sensation. To trigger a sensation, you might need to
first be triggered by something else in your personal environment. It's possible that simply reversing
the smell or taste of something could cause a completely different sensation. Sound cancelling algorithms use a reversal of the source signal to cancel it out. It's possibly altered senses are simply a
matter of ion brushing to change the way you perceive it.
GRAVITY CAN BE AFFECTED WITH PSEUDO GRAVITY
This energy can be reflected from water tables to allow for 360 degrees of interaction and synthetic
manipulation of gravity by static cling. Seriously, they can make you feel the burden of extra weight
by charging you with ions that are attracted to those from the ground.
THIS TECH CAN MAKE YOUR BODY HOLD WATER, OR DRAIN IT OFF
RIFE frequencies can also be used to vibrate electrostatically controllable filaments that are added to
processed foods or grown in your body via magnetotactic bacteria fungus, or MBF. RIFE resonances
can be used on MBF to make them soak up or shed water. When used with electrostatic cling and
repel they can effectively allow for shape shifting and have been known to alter body composition to
affect self image. This is used to sometimes prevent relationships that could strengthen community
bonds to affect positive change and won't last forever. RIFE virtual weight can be forced by just looking at dessert which can make your feel powerless. Similarly charged filaments repel or expand, and
opposites attract in the same way lightning is drawn to the ground. This can temporarily be reduced
by the creation of static on your head by brushing your hair. This is an obvious tell of the energy hit-

ting our heads to affect change that could explain lethargy among people who are voices of change.
The lethargy is caused by drawing lactic acid electrochemical connections or by playing previous
memories of muscle pain. This could be a failed attempt by pseudo criminals
THE COMMUNITY (you have become trafficked)
Gossip has been used by corporations through investigators that gain community support against an
individual with a lawsuit against a corporation. Negative emotions have been quantified, amplified
and aimed at the person under threat to their liberty. Corporations might feign protection by using
laws from other countries that allow civil liberty violations in that country. By operating as an airline in
other countries they might incorrectly think their laws could be used to allow torture in your country.
Ouch.
UPS HAS USPS DELIVER
UPS has USPS deliver many of its most costly packages because they get cheap rates and the US
government subsidizes the USPS operating costs. If costs exceed income, the government simply
gives the USPS more money. They lose 1+ billion dollars a month and President Trump recently
gave them 27 billion, and an 11 billion covid relief loan. UPS is draining the USA of dollars and they
are using this technology in every government office. Could UPS be stalking the President?
UPS IS IN EVERYONE'S POCKET
UPS sells it's driver routing software to competitors, but they maintain control of it so their company
can keep profits higher. Can anyone imagine a Truman show that pits human after human as well as
business after business, and country after country? Sadly, the current pandemic appears to be related.
COVID IS RELATED
The covid virus is linked to a lab in a province of China that doesn't receive UPS service but is surrounded by provinces that do. UPS international package guidelines require that drivers do document and label audits of international packages at the time of pickup. Packages outbound from areas
without service must be driven to a UPS servicing facility, increasing the chance international shipments could be misplaced within domestic package volume, preventing international package document and label audits. When shippers bring packages directly to a UPS facility and load them on the
belt from their own car they have to ask an employee for a document and label audit of international
shipments. Even with guidelines, I've experienced drivers being called into the office the day after an
international package was found in ground volume because it wasn't properly routed.
CHINA WANTS YOUR ATTENTION, DRIVEN BY UPS OR VICE?
China's guidelines on the UPS service pamphlet, which reads like it is attracting tourists, specifically
forbids quarantined plant or animal disease, fungi, soil and printed material that could harm state security from going in, but no mention is made for the export of these biohazards and non-related
items. Could some international law professionals investigate please? See what I see; sick?
COVID IS INTERACTIVE?
The covid virus is an attempt to cover up the mistakes and it's waking people up to the facts I've written about. They resonate the virus with RIFE to make them vibrate, causing lung irritation that fills
the lung alveoli with fluid, giving the perception of illness which can be augmented by the perception
of past immune responses from real infections. We need this information to win any case against this
criminal quantum computer that will stop when laws are passed.

9/11 IS RELATED
9/11 happened to make people fearful, which allowed this technology to be rolled out with purpose. I
theorize rebranded shipping sector jets were used for the attacks and had already reached the end
of their service life. A destroyed passenger jet is worth more on an insurance claim than a retired
UPS or shipping sector jet with a new paint job. From what country of origin was the new paint
sourced? You get it?
UPS, NOT JUST IN YOUR BUSINESS, IN YOUR CONGRESS, TOO
UPS had knowledge of a growing market in China and talked openly to their drivers about the need
to show them perfect international service. Was it UPS that developed the quantum computer or did
they steal it from Aureal? I theorize the surveillance available before 9/11 needed to be augmented
with a method of causing human pain, allowing the diabolical control of people. Using it for pleasure
causes oxytocin release in the brain which induces suggestibility, allowing this quantum computer
powered system to force behavior adjustments onto people illegally listed onto zero oversight lists for
purposes of medical testing and ultimately death being the desire, but not always. Congress knows
about these death attempt lists, because it has been postulated that the system I’m scientifically describing, which can kee us feeling and looking younger is believed by them to give them rejuvenation
when less affluent people die. They have been the people manipulated into giving UPS the power of
persuasion over the governments of the world by dangling the carrot over the eyes of the politicians
and lawmakers.
UPS DELIVERY TRUCKS HAVE HIGH POWERED ALUMINUM ANTENNAS TUNED TO HUMAN
RESONANCES THAT CAUSE PAIN
UPS uses this data and more metrics about you and what, when, where you ordered products they
store in UPS owned supply chain warehouses. This gives them tools to analyze predictions about
what you will buy, you know, so they can sell you on more stuff with legal subliminal advertising.
They use this data to power a quantum computer that syncs data with satellites used by them and
other corporations. The antenna gave me a nauseating and dizzying effect when I was too close.
THE PAIN ALWAYS POINTED TO UPS
UPS uses a depraved torture process against injured employees by forcing other corporations, government officials and society in general through intimidation, fake memories or behavior they altered
to demand cooperation for their evil plot. This has driven me to painstakingly uncover how they do it
by my own scientific tests and knowledge gained from a multitude of theory based and scientific data
sources. They even used technology to reference themselves as a deity.
FROM GAME TO HORROR, YOU HAVE TO HEAR THIS
My experience with this technology started with the Aureal Vortex 2 doppler radar coded sound card
that I bought prior to 9/11 and used for gaming to precisely locate sounds that moved above / below /
and to all sides from only two speakers while sitting still. Look up Aureal Vortex2 sound card helicopter audio demos to hear a rough estimate of locatable sound for yourself. It was incredibly accurate
with the soundcard. I theorize this technology was removed from the gaming sector to be used for
nefarious purposes of control. Could UPS have discovered how to control people with pain or pleasure stimulus by directing energy in a perceivable zone that interacted with the human body? Yes,
this technology didn't just give the perception of sound, it literally quantum entangled it to our perception of sound sensation in the present. A few years after 9/11 a dentist installed a tooth implant in my
mouth and said, "Maybe UPS could communicate with you one day through these?" I felt puzzled
and asked my wife what she thought he meant. I was confused and let the issue go.
THE FUTURE- THE REAL TIME MACHINE AND HOW IT'S DONE

I predict we will be able to translate our own genome, history and memories into analogous energy
waves that will use interlacing interstellar light to travel MNS forward and reverse once we learn to
get along. MNS is an energy wave convergence propagation that has ever shallower angles of interaction, thereby a triangulated point that can, at shallow angles of perspective, move forward faster
than the speed of light by way of dark energy cavitation.This could theoretically cause an entrance
into a worm-hole alternate reality. To understand MNS, picture two rocks thrown in a pond. The
waves become bigger and meet at the middle Zero Point. At this point MNS measurements toward
the point between the leading edges of the ripples is at a higher rate of speed than the ripples leading edges. This relates to the conundrum that asks, is a person walking on a train going faster than
the train? Yes, they are moving faster than the train. Radio waves can be sent to a timed place. They
can be set to reach through the train window to intersect with a stationary person reaching the point.
If a stationary person was on the moving train and that moving train was not moving fast enough to
get the stationary passenger to the intersection point, it would require that the person walk increase
their speed to make up for the train's slow speed. By walking, the person became the hair, the train
the tortoise.
IMPORTANT TO READ
One person having their brain waves interpreted and used to change the course of history makes
everyone on Earth subject to brain wave modulation to restore balance. If you pull the sheet off of
someone, it will end up pulling back at you. I theorize the time dilation effect is also present when
you are near or surrounded by A/C power lines, making a home running high amounts of power a
place where dilation can happen. Power lines emit ionic (static electricity) energy that flows to the
ground, causing another potential black hole effect if used nefariously because of the dilation of your
brain waves. Two mirrors facing each other can also cause a black hole effect that produces a hypnotic effect. Your eyes can be the reflective second mirror, which is why we should not reflect negatively on past experiences. Bathrooms can be a place where your mind is modulated into negative
behavior, causing strife in the home by satellite quantum computers controlled by people who want
your trust. The Earth is convex for a reason, it is a sign. We are travelling forward through time, not
back in time.Those who want to force others thoughts back in time by syncing them together to believe past events or emotional states are in the present, them UPS will come along and say, hey
quantum computer, everyone is acting like it's 2019, let's torture Steve Brosnac some more. UPS is
forcing a quantum tangled existence where we are forced into compliance by confusion over our
emotional state until someone, SOMEONE speaks up. What do you do when your significant other
can't see? We need laws to stop it, not violence. I'll do all I can to stand up for the creation of those
laws. Constant retrieval of data or thoughts before their time is a felonious crime by UPS. Don't allow
yourself to think everything is ok unless you are able to see change happening and you can talk
about it. We all need to be here to save humanity, so the truth needs to be told.
STOP IT BY CREATING LAW, NOW!
You are on your way to understanding the time machine and how it relates to doppler time dilation.The only way to stop this quantum time bandit nightmare is to create a law that stops it. I was
not audibly connected to this system until 17-18 months ago and was unaware of the technology
used to alter our reality. By uncovering and writing about it, I'm calling on the justice department to
work with intelligence to pass a law stopping UPS's quantum nightmare. We as a world people need
to solve our current pandemic and prevent future quantum event catastrophes.By keeping people
from knowing about this information, another catastrophe could happen.
ALZHEIMER'S CAUSED BY WORRY IS MADE WORSE BY SYSTEM
I theorize Alzheimer's is caused by devolved thought processes that when combined with worry
about the past, sends you into a fight or flight mode which engraves those fears and memories into

your brain. By not dealing with the fears or frustrations they can get locked under new memories
which can then trap future thoughts that devolve into these same deal seated negative emotions.
THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH
The system pushed Juvenilia onto society by allowing forced synthetic relationships that should not
be together. This can cause regular interval arguments. This can be caused by parental implantation
of their own worry and mindsets onto a child, causing a devolving of the person or child's ID, ego
and superego from carrying the burden and she of their parents / significant other..This leads to
people that carry the burden of worry from the past or future till fight or flight adrenaline kicks in that
can eventually lead to Alzheimer's, or aging. I call this Juvenilia, a synthetically amplified analog of
our desire to be youthful in physical appearance without staying youthful in mindset. By staying
young in our mind and in spirit by not being salty over the past we create our future instead of waiting for others to cater to us. We can't let this system take, how can we forgive when it keeps happening? We demand change from our government, NOW!
THE SYSTEM MAY CAUSE SOME JUVENILIA
This is a synthetic version of the quest for the holy grail of youth that I believe was forced to keep
people under subjugation. This is solved by forgiveness and truth which takes the fear away .by not
worrying about staying youthful (and acting like it with your quantum entangled mind) I hypothesize
worry won't cause Alzheimer's related degeneration. It's a mathematical certainty, By speaking about
your fears, they say, "well, if they are worried about this, then let's use it to test them with synthetic
macrophage thought processes to break them down, use what you can." This tells us they knew
what causes Alzheimer's but didn't tell us. Let's hope this corrected vision will help everyone grow
together.
UPS'S PLAN TO USE CHINA, USA and ENGLAND TO RULE THE WORLD
Is UPS playing the superpowers in a risky game?.By placing their shipping sector hands on a large
portion of the world's GDP, they developed a sick plot that is . By a purchase of countless freight and
shipping lines, their routing technology infected even local courier businesses that use UPS developed computer recording device.This technology interfaces UPS's Orion software with the public.
ISS ORBIT KEEPS THEIR QUANTUM COMPUTER HIGHER AND COOLER
The quantum computer goes faster and faster no matter how much data is sent to it, which requires
it be placed in an environment that is able to withstand the heat buildup. When I would play a video
game with the Aureal Vortex 2 sounds card the doppler sound never seemed to slow down like my
video card did, but it got hot enough to burn my finger. My guess is a similar design runs their algorithm and it was sold to nation states. They must have agreed to operate a seemingly impartial version at a higher orbit so it could be the deciding factor of all the others by way of it's higher orbit view
into different time zones. The problem is I'm sure UPS used the mind altering technology to trick nations to trust them or altered data after they agreed, which they believe protects them at all costs.
The space station should not be allowed to run this software in a higher orbit. My guess is a liquid nitrogen bath cools it on an appendage of the ISS, You know, for the cooling effect.
HOW TO HEAL FOR THOSE THAT WANT TO..
By being forced by the system to live in fear, disappointment or worry, our thoughts have been
forced downward into avoidance of the frontal lobe. This makes them controllable by the system
through preconditioned responses which results in society being electronically lobotomised to keep a
small percentage in power.Keep reading for solutions that work.

Women have a built in emotion regulator. Men have one too, it's called using the direction of our
brain and it only works by abstinence as needed to stay grounded. Maybe it's what will allow us to be
in better tune with the rest of our body to allow the women in our life the ability to steer that direction.This is the only way for men to reach the level of maturity of women. Abstinence is required to
rewire your brain. When you use it with a learning process for approximately 2-3 months (or longer
for some) that learning process become something profound. Because women are typically more
social, this evolutionary trait has allowed them to grow together emotionally, as long as gossip was
not being wielded. If so, the tongue becomes just as divisive as the sword or the immature man
Steve Brosnac
This document contains information from documents I've previously published. Please share with the
news media.
You took a step as a baby, what did it take?

